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Introducing Pishu Database

Contemporary Chinese Scholarship
About ‘Pishu’
Pishu (皮书) (literally, ‘cover-books’) are high-value analytical reports,
representing the best of contemporary Chinese scholarship
in the social sciences from cultural to economic development.

Authoritative, Written by
China’s Leading Policymakers

Published by the prestigious Social Sciences Academic Press (SSAP),
a branch of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, pishu contain
comprehensive, hard-hitting analysis on issues important in
China today, setting the tone for how China approaches issues
or development.
• Contains exclusive research and analysis by the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
• Used by China’s policymakers, academics, and thought
leaders in their respective fields
• Covers issues of social importance, thoroughly researched
and presented
• Presents unbiased, concise, and timely analysis

Those who contribute, write, and edit pishu are leading experts and
scholars from government agencies, national organizations, and
renowned academic institutions. Pishu are written for the sake of
research, with the intention to guide policymaking. Issues are
comprehensively examined, and as such, are considered authoritative
and objective.

Available from East View as a full-text, full-image database or in print form. Please inquire at info@eastview.com.

Series
Pishu address a great breadth of issues surrounding the development
and governance of modern China and its rapidly changing place
in the world.
East View presents them in thematically arranged
series as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Pishu Series 1: China Society and Culture
Pishu Series 2: China Economic Development
Pishu Series 3: China Regional Analysis – Provincial
Pishu Series 4: China Regional Analysis – Municipal
Pishu Series 5: China Regional Analysis –
Hong Kong/Macao/Taiwan
• Pishu Series 6: China Industrial Sectors
• Pishu Series 7: Global Economy, Politics, Security
REPRESENTATIVE VOLUMES include:
• Chinese Returnee Entrepreneurship Report
• Annual Report on Building an Innovation-Oriented Country
• Annual Report on Guangzhou’s Urban Construction
• The Development Report of Rule of Law In China
• Annual Report on the Development of the Taiwan
Strait Economic Zone
• Annual Report on Automotive Industry In China
• Annual Report on Development in Africa

Using East View’s China Economy, Public Policy
and Security Database (EB-PISHU)
East View has aggregated all pishu volumes, from 1996 to present
on its Universal Database (“UDB”) platform, used in the leading academic
and government institutions of North America, Europe, and Asia.
The UDB platform offers user interfaces in English, as well as Chinese and
German, as well as usage statistics in the COUNTER format and secure
hosting on East View’s servers in the United States.
EB-PISHU includes archives and current content:
• The 1996-2012 archives contain over 1,000 volumes
(approximately 28,000 articles and 405,000 pages of content)
• Approximately 120 new pishu are added annually
• The pishu are described with rich metadata in both
English and Chinese
• Both the metadata, as well as the full text of this content is
cross-searchable on the East View platform

Learn More
Ask for a trial to the EB-PISHU database or inquire about pishu
in print by email to info@easview.com today! Vendor MARC records
are free with database purchase. Standing orders for print are welcome.
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